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INSRODUCTION

Iha recent study, Palligree and Rayburn (17, p. 155) note that,

."Aleecessary condition for scientiific progress in any discipline seems

to be the subjection of any theory or model, no. matter how popular,

initially, to 'a period ofz14qorous criticism of its theoretical'asSumptions

. .

.

. .,,,I,

,
and"predictive validity. Through this process thp theory either undergoes

. e
revision or is ultimately supplanted by a new Todel or theory." Such hai

been the case,with.the uses and gratifications SPproach to'the study of

mass communications. G

t

Earlier studies of the uses and gratifications.phenotenon Tdcused,on
.

.

the various dimensiolis of gratiffLtionS. Lasswell (10) conceptualized,'

the functions assurveilhce, correlation, and social transmission, to

which Wright (24) contfiibuted entertainment and the notion of dyitunctiont.

Subsequent studies have provided. different conceptualizkions, most of

4
which are traceable to those of Lasswell, acid Wright'. Some stnahs [Katz

and Foulkes; (7); kordenstreng (16); Rosengreri and Winaahl (20)$ Stephenson

another of. these gratifications.. Other studies
L

.(21)] have focused on one or

.have presented differ rical schemes for. the classification of,

gratifications .[B1 wn, and McQuail (3); Katz"Gurevitch: and

*Bass (9)6Greenberg (6 ; Palmgreen, Wenner, and Rayburn (19)]. Still

other studies have addressed comhmnication'sydidancee which stem from

0 Wright's dysfunctions [Becker (1)i Blumlerand McQuail (2); McLeod,and



Becker (15); Levy (11)].
C

While enjoying. this popularity, the approach has not been withoUt

its critics. Carey and Kreiiing (4) and Elliot (5) have condemned it

as suffering from the problems of"functionalism. Elliot (5), Weiss (25),

and Swanton (22) have called it atheoretical, and Swanson (22) has noted'

certain important conceptual problems. 4 central ciiticismeAdwever, has

been the problem of distinguishing between gratifiCationesought by the

audience member and corresponding gratifications perceived to be obtained.

.

Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch (8,p625) noted that, "In principle,

distinction.may be drawn between a) expectations about content
.

formedvin

advance of exposure'and b) satisfaction subseqUently secured from

consumption of it. In practice, however; research' workers have indiscristire-!

ately approached these phenomena-frcmiboth ends." Greenberg. :(6; p.89)

has also distingui hed between gratifications sought and gratifications

received. He argues that, "one cannot distinguish whether the response

-,9btained from the viewer of.the medium, or a fan of some specific content,

44,

is an accurate statement of what he wanted' or what he.thinks he got...

" no appiOach has so far dealt with the paralleliSm or discrepancy between .

_

what' was sought and whA was obtained." Lometti', et al., (12, p. 337)Qalso
.

note that "the exact relationship between gratifications sought and actual
a

gratifications han not been investigated. Do they become equivalent

thrpugh some t4lial-and-error learning process, wheresover_time on4 knows

what to exk;eci.from a giVen, channel and subsequently reCeiVes'it?"

Certain recent studies have sought to address these criticisms.

McLeod, Bybee, Durall, and Siemke (14) and McLeod, Bybee, and Durall (13)



have incorporated the sought vs. obteined conceptualization-in the study-

of political communication and as a qriterion for mass media evaluation:.
0

14.

Palmgreen and Rayburn (17) have used the discrepancy betwZmn sought and

obtained gratifications to discriminate between viewers and non-viewers -

Of public television. Palmgreen; Wenner, and Rayburn (18) have used a

C.

discrepancy model based on gratifications obtained to discriminate, among

111W

viewers of network evening news programs. palmgreen,'Wenner, and Rayburn :

. .

(19) have alpo exploredrttie relationships betkeen"gratifications sought
1V

and gratifications obtained by differentiating between the dimensions of,

reported gratifications sought in viewing TV news, and gratifications:

obtained from a respondent's 'favorite network news program_and competing

news programs.. In this,study it was found that the dimehsions of

.

gratifications sought (GS) and-obtained (GO) from television-news, while

.

nevectheless'differed in important ways. While interpersonal

utility and spry illance items loaded.tdgether'on a single GS factor,

interpersonal utility and,surveillance emerged as separated GO dimensions.

On the other hand, entertainmen'c and paradocial interaction were. separate

dimensions of gratification seeking, but merged into a tingle gratification
/. .

obtained dimension. Palmgreen et al.,ascribed these dimensional differences

f-
to sociopsychological mebhanismsgoverning the seeking of TV newdgratifica7.

'tions, and structural characteristibs of tele'visionnews prograims which,.

4

influence the per ception,ofigratifications obtained.

.While noting the interval consistency of their findings with.

regard to television network news, Palmgreen, etal., (19, pp.`187-188)

0



1%

A--dokreAly stress that:

The dimensional differences' between gratirficatiOna

sought and obtained fOunckin this study Should be an area
fbr,further investigation arld'replication. Such studies

are needed in order to. understanCthe frequency with which
and under. what conditions adbh differences emerge. Are there'

certain types of programs, audiences, content, and media which

prOmote such differences? What are the charaCteristics of Such'
programs, etc., which arexespondiblefor differing patterns.Of

.gratifications sought and ob'tained?.

4

The Present .Study

The findings of the above study and the questions raised by these

..Y

findings provided the impetus for examining the relationships between
'

obtained fdr 4iewers'of the two dominant.
4-,

Gonda, Morning America and the NBC,Today show.

gratificatio!ls sought and

inorning news ihdws, ABC's

These4ograMs'afforded an opportunity to replicate the-Palmgreen, et al.,

approa6h using a related but slightly different content genre ("hard" news

. .

vs. neime and entertainment' folmat). As,was the case with televisiOn. news,

Good
,

Morning America and.Tioday afforded a direct cOmparison'between

programetthat offer thesime type of content in competing time slots.

Specifically, we were interested in examining the dimensions of

°

gratifications sought and obtained frOm morning news/entertainvent:prograns

.

. , , 1

. ,

1
;

. ,
. ,.

by viewers 'of Good Morning America and Today. We were particularly interested
°

....'
..

.

in any differences whIh.might emerge betWeen the dimensionii structures of
.

grrifications sought and obtained fer thf viewers of each "separatelvgraM.

.
. -

We also were interested in any,between-program differences in gratification
,,t_/1 ,

-4 .
. ,,.

i

patterns Whicil might, exist.

ti
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< .METHODOLOGY J.*

1

Telephone interviews were obtained in December, 198, from 374
-

'

,

or.
'individuals in Lexington, Ky: ifespondentsi telephone numbers, were

selected through systematic random sampling from the telephone direCtory.

To qualify as a respondent, the indivpual had to watch at least one

program (either Today or Good Morning America) at least twice per week.

.
u. Measurement

,

Uses and Gratifications, Fourteen-items from the%PaImgreen, et al.e

/ .
.

.

.

(19) study plus four other items we..m.usea toexamine gratifications'.
1,

:--\.,

9
/

The fourteen "television news" items were judged'tc be Appropriate betause

.
.

of the Strong televisio-.1 ..lews,component of the morning programs, and because
k)

several of these items were sufficiently general to apply to almost any

television program. Four-
additional items were included to relate to

,
specific content features of-both programs '1 wat-h.(1) to. get information

..

on consumer- affairs, '(2). to &-il. information about current movies, (3) to get
.--. .

.

..

weather information, and (4). because I. like the interviews with public
,

.' I ;
\

officials; movie stars end other celebrities. All items appear in Table 1

. and are listed,bi hyjothesized'dimensions. These dimanSionswere largely

confirmed inthelmgreen, et al., study. Of the four items-Added for this
.?

study, one ("information on consumer,afkalrs"),was hypothesized tolOad with-

the political surveillance items,, while the temaining three regnerally seemed

to reflect now+political.surveillancesof the enviionment. The "like to see

.interviewe item might also be indicative If a need for. parasoCial interaction.

a . 4

1
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The questions'were asked iri the following manner:

We are interested in why people watch the morning news/
entertainmentf.shows like theTbday show and Good Morning America'.
Herd are some,reasons other people have given. As I read each
reason, Please tell me how much that ream applies td4you.:
If the reason ..very definitely applies, dive it,a'S;4if it does .

\-not apply-lit all, give it a 1; if it applies somewhere in betwee
give it a 2,3', or 4, depending on.how'much it Applies.

*The respondeht.was then read the list Of.18 CS items, randomly ordered.

Gratifications.obtained were measuredimmediatelrafter the battery
7 ., . ) f

.
...

.

otgratificationsibought items. ,,RespOndents were instructed:

-%* Now we'd like to know to what extent 'the petwork morning.'
programs provide you with some of the things we have just been,
talking about, 'when you get a chahce to watch theM:..First, I'.
want 'ou to tell. me how much that statement applies to the Morning
program you ordinarily watch the most. Then I want you to tell .

me how mudh you think that statement would apply to the other
progra,, if you had time'to watch it more often.

P '
. .

e The respondent then replied to the same 18 items (slightly reworded) .used
p , _

.

. .
.

to measure GS. ,For example, a Good Morning America viewer Vas read the
.

.

I.
. , .

- 4

statement, "Good'Morning America helps me keep up with.issues.and events.".
.

.

-Then heAhe was read, "The Today show would helPHme. keep up with issues, .'
.

and events." If respondents!voiced diffiCuitiin responding questions
.,

concerning the other program:they-mere told,'"Just give me an'estimate
.

.,_- , - .

based on-what-you think you know about the program."' If a respondent still '"---, _

2,3
Could not answer; Ie /she was asked only about the favorite program.

-"

Other Measures. 90ata were also gathered concern`'g per7eptions of

the regular personalities on each show, thestyle or format of each show,
I°

and the overall quality of each program's/news cbverage. Certain demographic

info mation was also collected.

I-

. I.



,----------
....---

.

,..----- Four rseparate factor analysehlwere conducted in order toe ne the

.-..

./".- dimensions of gratifications sought by the viewers of each program, and
. .,

-

the dimensions of gratifications obtained by each set of viewers. In each

-------------analysis, three factors were retained. 4
The percentage ok,total variance

RESULTS

accounted formes as follows: GS fOr Good Morning America.viewers - 51.1;

GS forOday viewers -52.3;'GO for Good Morning America viewers -60.7;

and GO for altlAy viewers = 58.3. Table 2 displays the factor loadings

for'§ratifications sought by both ABC and/NBC viewers. Table 3 displays

the factor loadings for gratifications obtaihed by both ABC and NBC viewers.

GS for Good Morning America Viewers.' The factor structure for

gratifications sought by ABC Viewers indicates three separate dimensions

-of seeking behavior.

I
:The first factor may be characterized as dramar terpersonal utility.

Two of the three entertainment-dramaiteus hare high loadings on Ili

.f4tor, as do all four interpersonal utility items. The fadtor structure

.suggests seeking of informetion which Is dramatic and exciting and which

can be passed on to others. Information on movies may fit these criteria.
erN

for most viewers, and thismay explain why the movie item also loaded on

this factor.

The second factor 40arly involves political surveillance, with all
f

six items from thal:hypothesized dimension displaying strong loadings.
4

.--

In an unforeseen developacnt, the '~weather infOtmetion" item also had its

strongest, loading on this- factor.

( ti



The :third, faCtor indicates a seeking of content'and/or structural

characteristics which are both entertaining and alloW parasocial.

interaction: Items such ds watch the morning.programs because they

Care often entertaining" or "exciting" load with items such as "newscasters
- ..

.

.

give a hujnan quality to the news" and "the hosts are like people I know."'
.

.

N
t

.

The item concerning "interviews with pUblic officials, movie stars,fand

other-Celebrities," which,. as stated earlier, may also.refleat a need for

parasocial interaction, also loaded,on this, factor.

In_ this,. analysis, y three items had loadings of .40 or better on

more than one factor. "Exciting,""hosts like people I know ", and "can

trust information they give" loaded twice, but the primary loadings were

along hypothesfzed dimensions.

GS for Today Viewers. The factor structure for gratifications sought

by'Todayviewersalso indicates .three separate dimensions of seeking

4behavior. In general the same three dimensions found for ABC viewers

. were found for NBC viewer's, Awe, rule, the items that c144Aered on the

dimensions for the ABC viewers also flustered together for the pc viewers.

As with tHe ABC viewers, the first factor for the NBC viewers was a

drama/interPersonal utility factor. Viewers reported viewing because the

r
t

- -

programs were "exciting," "dramatic,e1 "to pass on inforr4tion to'others,"

"to get things to talk about," etc. The "inforniation on movies" item also.

loaded on this factor, as it did on the ABC analysis.

The Second-GS factor for Today viewers was very similar to the

.4 third factor for viewers .of Good Morning America. Again, both entertainment

O

and parasocial interaction'items.clustered together, although in this analysis
A

the-parasocial interaction items showed higher loadings than the entertainment

1. .



9

items, the reverse of the Today findings. One interpersonal utility

item ("gives me thiiigs to talk about") and one surveillance'item("can

trust information they give me") also had loadings'greaterthan..40

on this factor, although the former item had its primary loading on

the drama/interpersonal utility factor.

The third factor in this analysis was similar to the second factor

in the AC analysis. Here again items clustered fo form a political

surveillance dimension, although one otthe .six political surveillance-

.

"can trust information they give me," wandered onto the parasOCial
. .

interaction/entertaintent factor ft discussed previouslyY. Three, of

for hypothesiied interpersonal utility items had loadings ranging froth

.39 to .45 'on this factor, strong :enough to,suggest a 1..;.er3eMblancebetween

.
-....:

.

this factor and the surveillance/interpersonal utility cS factor reported

in the Palmgreen,.et al" (19) study of televigion news. At least,to

some extent -viewers,of the Today program connect seeking dli'informatiori

about the poritick environment with disseminating this information to

, 4

others interpersonally, although clearly, as with A* /iewers, interpersonal

utility is mpre Strongly'connected with dramatic and exciting content.

GO for Good Harting America Viewets. The factor structure for

gratifiCations obtained by viewers of Good Morning America varies

somewhat from the ;e1aking6teha#ior of these same individuals. The first

factor is dcinated by hat we have termg.d-political surveillance items,

but these itema Clu-s- -with the four interptrsonii utility items. This
4.

.indicates that,viewe s connect finding of political information with

passing this information:on to others.' In the GS analysis, however,

thase4emerged as two separate uotivations for watching morning programs.
W

/

11



Tke second factor may be termed,drama/intarp4eonal utility, and

is therefore ver similar to the GS factor identified earlier forthese
,

(

same viewers. All three drama/entertainment items have their highest
r t

. . .. e

loadings on the factor, while three of the four'interperionaL`utility

0 'items also exhibit substantial loadings. The movie information item
# f

also loads here, as in the GS analysis. Thus in this area there is a

.4
close match between what viewers are leeking from:the television

experience and what they perceive they.. are finding.

The third factor is clearly dominated by two items from the.
0

hypothesized non-Political surveillance dimension: "weather information,"

and "interviews." The interpersonal utility item "hosts give a human

quality 'to
'.

.

-news" has a secondary loading 8h this factor,.whi the
.

. .

political surveillance item "can trust information they give rile"- had
.

,

-its Highest loadinghere. The latter item, however, essentially loaded

on all three-factors in this'particular analysis.
4

,e
'GO'for Today Viewers. The pattern of gratifications obtained for

4
Today show viewers is similar to the GO factor structure for, Good:Morning

1*,-

Amerida viewers, although t4e similarity adross viewer groups is' notes

strikingas that observed for gratifications ought.'

Here again items cluster to -torm a-drama/interpersonal utility factor

10

. V .

._.,-

(Factorj), indicating-a close match, between seeking and obtaining processes.
_,--

,. ,.

---- . . 0

The two major parasobial interaction items.alio load strongly on this item,

.re
however. As such, 'this factor may be viewed as a merger of thdiam#/

interpersonal utility and parasocial interaction /entertainment factors

I
which emerged in the SS ariAlysis.for this viewer Subgroup. It should be

noted that one para2ocial interaction, item ("hosts are like people I,know ")

a

-I. No



also loaded on the comparable GO factor in the Good Morning America

analysis. Thus the!strUctural GO connection between dramatic- entertaining
e-

elements and paragocial interaction*element5 obser4ed in the Palmgreen,

et al., (19) television news study emerges here in a somewhat altered'

format: Also, Particuiarly for Today, viewers, the juxtaposition these

elements in the Pattern gratifications'obtained corresponds to the

*eeking.behavior for th se gratifications.

The second factor/is characterized by. all six of the Political

surveillance items and three of the four interpersonal utility items,

making it'a close match to the political surveillance/interpersonal-
.

utility factor discoveredin. the GO analysis"for ABC viewers.- Again,

then, yiewers connect findihg of political information with passi

it on through political discussion. It should-be remembered that

"there waS'also evidence of this connection for gratifications sbught

by Today viewers.=

The third factor consists of all three hypothesize on-political

Surveillance items ("movies," "weather," and "interviews"), andsti
is similar to the-third GQ factor for ABC viewers. The factor also

,

included two political surveillance items ("consumer affairs" and

"issues affeCtinueople like me"). These items, however, also double

load on the political surveillance interpersonal utility factor.



p DISCUSSION

The findings ofothis study are best discusSed within the context of

the Palmgreen et al.,(19) study of evening television news, since similar

methodologies were employed to provide comparative data. Such comparison

'reveals that the dimensional structures of both gratifications sought and

obtained from morning news/entertainment programs are very different from

their evening television news counter rts. This dissimilarity may be

due to differences in audience members or differing content /structural

characteristics, or both.

Gratifications Sought

12,

The Pa:Imgreen,et al.,study found three' major dimensions of gratifications

sought from network evening news: interpersonal utility /surveillance (poltica

entertainment, and parasocial interaction. For viewers of morning programs
.

.n this study the factors were drama/interpersonai ility, political

.surveillance, and entertainment/parasocial interaction.,

Drama /Interpersonal UtIlit Polit.tical Surveillance. The drama/

interpersonal utility dimension indicates seeking df dramati&, exciting

content closely linked with perceived interpersonal utility of that

content. The programs themselvescertainly e stv....tqed to provide

such content in-abundance. Language, paralanguage, and various audio-

visual techniques of the television produbtion craft are manipulated

to imbue a health segment on acne with the drama of a presidential debate.

...

This is in contrast tOthe evening news GS'findings, where interpersonal
.

i

utility was linked with-political surveillance informAtion. This distinction..."7

seems consistent with the ,varying purposes, emphases, and content .of the-
e&

1
,,

-

two kinds of program. On the other'hand, therewaS some tendency,for.

'co
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.

//

interpersonal utility items to load with political surveillance items

for Today show viewers.7- This may indicate a greater news.!oriengation

of those viewers compared to the audience of Good Morni4 America.

Even here, though, the'factor structure indibates,tflat the social

value of information is most closely associated with its dramatic

characteristics, particular* for ABC viewers. Prograr9 content (news. or

otherwise) must be dr'amatic and'exciting to be'of greatest interpersonal

use to the morning audience.

Entertainment /Parasocial Interaction. Palmgreen, et.al.c(19) argued
r-- t-

that various-structural features of television news -- e.g.; use of videotape

of people in the news, availability of Various audio-visual nonverbal

cues-re.""sulted in the merger of entertainment -draia and parasocial interaction

items on a single gratification obtained dimension. In other words, these.

structuralfeatures have entertainment value, while simultarkeously probating-
the ability of the viewer to interact with news personnae as if they axe

-"like
,

,-'people I know." At the same time,'their finding of-separate gratin-
.

Nib

catian sought, dimensions of entertainment and parasoCial interactioh'10."

them to conclude, that "the seeking of entertainment and parasocial interaction

, -

are goirerned by different socio-PsychoIogical mechanisms" 119 p.187), and

that these. medhanisms may override. content -media attributes in seeking behavior.'
t

. .

_Thisapperengly is.*not the case for viewers of today and G66 Morning

.

America, where entertainment and parasocial items emerged on the s GS

,,
.

.

,

dimension. This merger may be due to the much greater.entertainment emphasis
,.,

.

.
. . .

, .
P

of morning news /entertainment programs compared to evening news-programs.

, , . - .

,,

The hoai3 themselves reflect this lighter tone with banter similar to the
. ..

.1..,

.
"happy talk" format of local news programs. At the same time, thib casual,

7 1-

a
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conversational approach renders'the morning hosts more "human," and thus

easier to interact with parasocially. These characteristics may attract

the sort of viewer who seeks parasocial interaction with wait, outgoing

television personalities in *he context of entertainment and drama.

Gratifications Obtained

The dimensions of gratifications obtained from evening t evision
°

news found by Palmgreen, et al., (19) were interpersonal lity, surveillance,

and entertainment /parasocial interaction. In this study, although some

between-program differences existed,-we found that the gratifidations
. .

.

viewers perceived they obtained from morning programs could beideseribe&
'111.1.1

generally in terms 6f three factors: drama/interpersonal- utility/parasocial

interastion,mlitical surveillance /interpersonal utility, and non - political

surveillance. Tate latter factL. insisted of items specifically related to
..

morning prOgrams, and'iha cannotbe'discussed from a oompaiatiVe perspective.

4
Drama/Interpersonal UtilitytParaSocial Interaction.. We have already

discussed the reasons, why drama may be COnneCted.with interpersonal utility,
,v,-

. . .

.,%. .

.

and why drama (entertainment) may be linked with parasOcial interaction in

.

morning Programs. 7The emergence. of., these thiee kinds of gratification items

-A
A

on .a single..dimensiOnsuppoits the thesifErthat.a particular content .type may ''

serve multiple functions'foraudienceinembers. While drama/Interpersonal

utility and
.

entertai ent/parasocial_lteraction may bp-sought separately

by viewers of morning programs, the inteiactionof content and perceptual .

'processes Causes' theia to be obtained.together..,':The association of entertainment
. ,

, .

and paragocial Interaction on this dimension parallels the finding of the

evening. news study.

0



Political Surveillance/Interpersonal Utility. Palmgreen, et al.,

s

(15, p,. 187) state that "the*Tinding of separate GO dimensions of

'
surveillance and interpersonal utility indicates that viewers distinguish

two types of TV newginformation-l-one kind valuable for making dedisions,

and informed political participation; and another whose value is ' chiefly

social." Social information, they say "may involve essentially non-issue-

related elements, such as information about accidents, natural diasters,

popular nonliooliticdi figures, the personal lives of politician's, and so on"

(p. 187). \.Much of this sobial information is dramatic and entertaining

15 0

in nature, and may partially account for the GO connection between drama -

and interpersonal utility found for morning programs. Political surveillance

information also\has social value, however, for the viewers of morning

4
/programs.? Because this kind-Of information it basidelly.the same inr both

morning and evening news programs, the discrepancy. in the GO structure here

may 'be Arte to,,diffeienbeS betw'slen theaudiences for the two types of ,

programs. -The findings point to a more socially oriented, udience for

the morning newS/entertainment programs, With both political and/or

dramatic information serving a. need for socialexchange.
-

. ConclusionS

-.A comparison of the Palmgreen, et al.,(19) study of television news

with thisstudy reveals clear differences between evening news programs
.;

and morning news/entertainment programs regarding: the dimensions of

.gratifications sought and obtained. This contrast may-be 'attributed to
- , .

both program and audienc differences. What is also striking is the

1:iniernar.cOnsistendy of e findings of the two studies. ,While Palmgreen,

et al., report the CS factor structure for,only one group (all viewers),
a
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they report five GO factor structures which are remarkably similar to one-

another (while clearly differing from the GS pattern): In this study we

found very similar GS factor structures for both viewers of agati id

.Good Morning America, a. moderately good fit between the two GO factor

structures, and once again clear diTerences in the 9$ vs. GO comparisons.

The internal consistency of the two studies is evidence for the
0- 44: .

reliability of the reported findings. On the other hand-, the digrence

in'GS vs. GO dimensions observed in both studies offers further support

for the sought vs. obtained conceptualization. The evidence to date

indicates that gratifications sought and obtained are both Conceptually

and empirically distinct, and that this distinction can advance our

understanding of, mass comMutliation processes.-
. 4

3

,.

b
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.FOOTNOTES

1 ,
/ ..,.

.,'One item from the Palmgreen, et.'el., studyi."I.watCh*so kwon't be

-7. surprised by higher prices and. things like that," was ciliated because-

of its failure in that,ctudy to load. in any consistent pattern on the i

faCtors identified. 4
../

2

-

, .

Of. the 374 respondents,.fewer than 4% could notgive gratifications

obtained responses for both programs., . ..

3
In a sep arate reliability study involving 15 of the items used here

[reported in Palmgreen, Wenner, and .Rayburn (17)], the average test-

retest correlation for the GO items was .71. The mean for 'the GS items

was

o 41

A principal components._ factoring method with its tien and comimunik.I4Y

',,Cstimates. used in the diagonal the correlation- matrix was used with

varimax rotation:. A. inimum eigenvalue of 1.0 was the criterion for:

factoring. This yieldearaAhreefactor solution in one .case and a '7

foUrfactor solution'in the other three casef, eachof the three,

cases, 'there Vas only One.itein-that had ite highest loading,on the

lemrth factor(whiCh:OnlY accounted for slightly:600re:then.1% of total

variance). Because of. the dqubt about the.meaningof these fourth factors,_

a threefactor'solution was substitute&

4,
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TABLE 1
4"

Gratifications Sought Items Listed by Hypothesized Dimensions.

,
Political Surveillance

1. I watch the morning programs to'Reep up with current issues and events. ;

,2. I watch the morning programs to find out what kind of job ourgovernmeni
officials are doing.

4

3. I watch to get information on consumer affairs.
.4. I watch to help me make up my mind about important issues.

I watch because I get information ,I 'can trust.
6. I wat10-6 find out about issues iffecting people like myself.

Non-Political 'Surveillance

1. I watch to get information about currant movies.
2. I watch to get weather information.
3; I watch becidde I #ke the interviews with public

and other celebrities.

Entertainment/Drama

I watch the-gerging programs because they are often enteetaining:

. ,

I watch the morning progratS because"they, are-often dramatis.-

I.watch the morning, rgrams because they are.often exciting.

Interpersonal Utility

0

officials, movie stars,

I watch to give Meinformition to
support my own viewpoints to other people.

,2. I watch so that I can.Tasi the irAvaation on to other People.
.f.3. I watch to compare' my own ideas to Filet th:' hosts and' others on 'the prOgram-say.

I hatch to give interesting, things to talk about.
.

tarasocial Interactipi

t. -I watch because the hosts and other personalities on
,quality, to the newrand events Of the day.

!. watch because the hosts are like people.I know.

-

the.show givea_human



.,- .

currentup with current iesues & events
( . .

.

--1

Ind but about government officials

4 .0

- \

..... 2TABLE
, I

,

,i
Factor Matrices' for Gratifications Sought from ABC's,

Good Morning Ameilba and NBC's Today Show
,GS-ABC GS -NBC-

..

I II' III' I II III'

ilformation on-consumer affairs
\.....

%)ce up mind about important issues

in .trust information they give'

i.10 issues affeoting people like me
4, - . f

iforhation about moVlei

.,

information-. ather -.

....,.--
,

Ike-to see interviews

cograms mire often'

cograms are often. dramatic

. rograme aie. often exciting

o-

"upport viewpoints.o others
.

ass informition to other people.
. 7

=pare Own ideas to hosts!

Ives-me things to talk about
..,,.

)sts.gimp human quality to news

3Stlare like people I know

-Primary loading

-Major secondary loading

Q.

12

14

27

33,

40*

51__...

63

06

-03

21

09

, 35

-03 04 .46

27 26 49

17 21 45

-\

SO 15 V,

34 47: 29 4

45

46

41'

.24 -56
.......

31 11 33 ,::55'

. %.-

54
--.--

-02 32
fi

41 1
__

15 04

/

18 4 46 17 '':,01\.:37 32

10 26 58. 15 ',. 57 29

25 01. 60 32 47- :05

79 10 . ' 60 33 07

61* -03 64 ".42* 07.

39 33 14 59 02
---.

43*

54 28 .2.3

, .

63. .13

48 24 37 f' 35 45'

'48 25 36 59

16 737 54 25 60 16 el,

41* 18 47 35 56 22



TABLE 3 .

e

.

Like to .see interviewe'
. .

,,Information about movies

0'
yeathsr.information

Keep up wit1 Current isdUes & events

Find out about government officials,

Information on consumer affairs

Make up mind about important issues

Can trust information they giie

Find issues affecting people like me.

.:..Programs are Ofteri entertaining

Programs are often dramatic

Programs are .often exciting.

Support-vieWpoints to others,-

4

. .

Pass' information, to other people

*pare own.ideas to hosts!

Gives me things to talk about

Hosts give humanguality to news .

Hosts are like people I know,

-- Primary loading
.

,FactorMArtrices for Gritification'S
'Good.Morning America and NBC13.

4004BC

I II III

69 06 25

69 15 19

63 23 26 .

56 38 15

39 37 43

66 30 37

19 52 .23

. 29 25 *65.

.4'

31 26 67

16 56 38

14- :64 '09

14 72 26

50*. 57 07

52 -.*52-. 20-,

64, 30 '19 ,

41* 58

48 34

35 :47.

32

44*

28

. 10

Obtained from NBC
Today Show

-GO-NBC

I .II III

07 57 09

.

22 gib 50 23

24 48*. 50

2/ '68 .20

43* 48 *32

24 47 7.,44*

45

41...

12

21 14

26 .15

64 -16 36

69 23 22

72 28 23,

. .48 *. -;55 20

41* 59 17

3 38

55*.: 62 16

58 32* 23

56. 24 28

.
Tt- in 184

.

*Major secondary loading


